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ABSTRACT: This article concerns an investigation of the full scale evacuation of
a building with a configuration similar to that of the World Trade Center (WTC)
north tower using computer simulation. A range of evacuation scenarios is explored
in order to better understand the evacuation of the WTC on 11 September 2001. The
analysis makes use of response time data derived from a study of published WTC
survivor accounts. Geometric details of the building are obtained from architects’
plans while the total building population used in the scenarios is based on estimates
produced by the National Institute of Standards and Technology formal
investigation into the evacuation. This paper attempts to approximate the events
of 11 September 2001 and pursue several ‘what if ’ questions concerning the
evacuation. In particular, the study explores the likely outcome had a single staircase
survived intact from top to bottom. More generally, this paper explores issues
associated with the practical limits of building size that can be expected to be
efficiently evacuated using stairs alone.
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INTRODUCTION

T
HE EVACUATION OF the World Trade Center (WTC) towers is of
fundamental importance to the future design of high-rise buildings.

The attack on the WTC towers brought home to the world the importance
of providing adequate and robust means of evacuation in such buildings.
For many – fire safety professionals and lay people alike – the evacuation
performance of the WTC towers on 11 September was considered a success
as it has been estimated that of the 17,400 people [1] that may have been
within the towers at the time of the attack, ‘only’ an estimated 2092 building
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occupants or 12% of the estimated occupants failed to escape [1]. Of those
that failed to escape, it is estimated that 531 (3%) perished on the impact
floors [2] and an estimated 1561 (9%) survived the impact trauma but were
unable to evacuate. But how would the evacuation have progressed if the
normal work force of �25,000 people occupied each building? Furthermore,
regardless of whether the evacuation was considered a success or not, could
the building design or evacuation procedures be improved so as to increase
evacuation efficiency?

These important questions are being addressed using evacuation
simulation software. Five years ago, it would have been considered
a challenge to perform an evacuation design analysis for a 110 storey
building with 25,000 people. With today’s sophisticated modeling tools and
high-end personal computers this is now possible. However, in attempting to
utilize computer simulation to forensically reproduce and explore an event
as complex as the WTC evacuation requires a higher level of sophistication.
Design applications, while still demanding, rely on generally agreed
engineering parameters (e.g., response time distributions) and are usually
comparative in nature, contrasting one design with an alternative.
To perform a forensic analysis it is essential to have reliable data pertaining
to the actual incident. Furthermore, the evacuation simulation tool used in
the forensic analysis must be sufficiently sophisticated to represent the
relevant behaviors exhibited in the particular incident. In this paper,
the evacuation of the WTC north tower (WTC1) is explored using
engineering methods and the most reliable information available regarding
the building geometry and population. Several ‘what-if ’ scenarios are also
explored by applying the same engineering methods to the tragedy. These
scenarios include a building fully occupied at the time of the attack and a
single intact staircase linking those above the impact zone with the ground.

In an earlier study [3], the buildingEXODUS evacuation model [4,5] was
used to investigate the evacuation of WTC1. However, due to a lack of
detailed information, the building geometry was not based on accurate
architectural drawings and the total building population was based on
media estimations of the total number of people within the building – which
underestimated the likely building population. National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has also investigated certain aspects of
the WTC evacuation using a variety of evacuation modeling tools [1].

In this paper the buildingEXODUS evacuation modeling tool is used to
explore the evacuation of WTC1. This analysis is based on the earlier study
[3] but with more reliable data than was available at the time of the original
analysis. Scenarios investigated also differ from those studied in the
NIST analysis [1] and include different response time distributions and
representations of fire fighters and explore several ‘what-if ’ scenarios not
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considered in the NIST study. Furthermore, we used the WTC evacuation
scenario to explore generic issues associated with the practical limits of
building size that can be expected to be efficiently evacuated using stairs
alone.

THE EVENT

While the events of 11 September 2001 are well known, it is worth
recounting the main facts. WTC1 was hit by American Airlines flight 11
at 08:46 a.m. The impact was nearly centered on the north face of the
building, which was hit between the 94th and 98th floors. The WTC south
tower (WTC2) was hit by United Airlines flight 175 at 09:03 a.m. The
impact was at a skewed angle toward the southeast corner of the south face
of the building which was hit between the 78th and 84th floors. WTC2
collapsed at 09:59, 56 minutes 10 seconds after being hit and WTC1
collapsed at 10:28, 1 hour 42 minutes 5 seconds after being hit. There are
various estimates for the number of people in the building and the number
of fatalities. Denis Couchon of US newspaper USA Today estimates that
there were between 5000 and 7000 people in the buildings at the time of the
impact and estimates that 2784 people perished [6]. NIST in their final
report on the WTC evacuation [1] estimate that there were 17,400þ/�1180
people in the buildings (8900þ/�750 in WTC1 and 8540þ/�920 in WTC2).
Couchon estimates that 1432 building occupants perished in WTC1 and 599
in WTC2 [2], while NIST estimate that 1462 and 630 building occupants in
WTC1 and WTC2, respectively perished [1]. From a study that the authors
have made of the occupant response times [7,8], confirmed by the NIST
study [1], it is clear that many of the occupants in WTC2 started their
evacuation when WTC1 was hit and many of the people in WTC2 made use
of elevators to aide their evacuation.

EVACUATION SIMULATION SOFTWARE

The modeling of the evacuation of WTC1 was performed using the
buildingEXODUS simulation software, the basis for which has been
described in other publications [3–5] and so will only briefly be described
here. EXODUS is a suite of software tools developed at the University of
Greenwich, UK and designed to simulate circulation and evacuation of large
numbers of people from complex enclosures. The software takes into
consideration people–people, people–structure, and people–fire interactions.
The model tracks the trajectory of each individual as they move around the
geometry. In evacuation applications involving fire, the model can also
predict when occupants will be affected by fire hazards such as heat,
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smoke, and toxic gases. The software uses rule-based technology to control
the simulation. Thus, the behavior and movement of each individual is
determined by a set of heuristics or rules. For additional flexibility these
rules have been categorized into five interacting submodels, the Occupant,
Movement, Behavior, Toxicity and Hazard submodels. These submodels
operate on a region of space defined by the geometry of the enclosure.
The version of the software used to simulate evacuation from the built
environment is known as buildingEXODUS.

Within the software, the building layout can be specified using a DXF file
produced by a CAD package. The Occupant submodel allows the nature of
the occupant population to be specified. The population can consist of a
range of people with different movement abilities, reflecting age, gender, and
physical disabilities as well as different levels of knowledge of the enclosure’s
layout, response times, etc. On the basis of an individual’s personal
attributes, the Behavior submodel determines the occupant’s response to the
current situation, and passes its decision on to the Movement submodel.
The behavior model considers such behaviors as determining the occupants’
initial response, conflict resolution, overtaking, etc. In addition, a number of
localized decision-making processes are available to each individual
according to the conditions in which they find themselves and the
information available to them. This includes the ability to customize their
travel path according to the levels of congestion around them, the
environmental conditions, the social relationships within the population,
and interaction with signage. As certain behavior rules, such as conflict
resolution, are probabilistic in nature, the model will not produce identical
results if a simulation is repeated. Individuals can also be tasked with
a range of different itineraries enabling them to undertake specific functions
or visit specific sites within the geometry.

THE MODEL

Within the software it is necessary to specify the geometry of the building,
the number, nature, and distribution of the population and finally the nature
of the evacuation scenario that will be investigated. Here each of these items
is defined in turn.

Geometry

In attempting to simulate the events of 11 September 2001, the geometry
of WTC1 was implemented within the software. The model assumes that
there is no significant damage to the building below the impact zone and
that the elevators are not available to assist in the evacuation. The geometry
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is considered to be a good representation of the actual building, being based
on detailed architect plans [9,10]. The broad structure of the building
geometry represented within the software included the number and width of
staircases, number of floors, number of unoccupied floors, layout of
staircase geometry, widths of main doors, etc. However, given the
complexity of the building, the geometry is kept as simple as possible
while capturing all of the significant features.

WTC1 consisted of 110 floors above ground with a roof height of 417m
and a ceiling height of 3.65m for each occupied floor [11] and �4.27m for
the machine floors located on the 7–8, 41–42, 75–76, and 108–109 floors [12].
The building had a square base measuring 63m� 63m and a rectangular
service core, with dimensions of �26.5m by 41.75m (see Figure 1a). The
core area accommodated 3 exit stairs, 99 elevators, and 16 escalators [13].
Tenant improvements over the years also resulted in removal of portions of
floors and placement of new private stairs between floors, in a somewhat
random manner.

There were three independent emergency fire exit stairs located in the core
of WTC1. The stairs, as well as the rest of the ‘shaft-wall’ interior cores,
were all made of gypsum-based wallboard. Two of the stairs, stairs A and C,
were both 1.1m (44 in.) wide. They both had exits out onto the mezzanine
level and ran all the way up to the 110th floor. The third stair, stair B, had

(a) Generalised floor plan of WTC1 [13] (b) Representation within
buildingEXODUS
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=Core floor space =Non-core floor space =Modelled non-core floor space

Figure 1. The World Trade Center north tower (WTC1) floor plan layout.
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a width of 1.4m (56 in.). This went all the way from the lobby up to the
108th floor. The stairs did not run in continuous vertical shafts from the top
to the bottom of the structure. Instead the plan location of the stairs shifted
at some levels. This meant that people traversing the stairs were required to
move from one vertical shaft to another through a transfer corridor.
Both stairs A and C had transfers on the 42nd, 48th, 76th, and 82nd floor.
Stair A was also displaced slightly on the 26th floor. Stair B had only one
transfer and this was located on the 76th floor. As a result the layout in
the core area varied throughout the building with elevators, staircases, and
free space regions interchanging.

The layout of the non-core space on each floor varied from floor to floor
and was dependent on tenant preference. Some floors had large open plan
areas while others were more subdivided. Details of these layouts as they
would have been at the time of the incident are not generally available as
they were prone to regular changes and alternations. As details of these open
plan areas were not available and in order to reduce model memory
requirements, execution times, and the considerable effort that would be
required to construct such a detailed model, most of the free space area
outside the core area was not included within the model. Instead a 4m wide
area around the perimeter was modeled to represent the available space on
each floor (see Figure 1b). This space provided sufficient area to distribute
the entire building population around the core in such a manner that
allowed them to move freely without artificially incurred congestion
related delays.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the idealized and complete
representations of office floors. The model using the complete representa-
tion of office floors was made up of multiple copies of a floor for which the
layout was provided. While not an exact representation of the actual
building this representation was considered sufficient to gauge the
appropriateness of the suggested approach. The results suggest that the
proposed approach would not have a significant impact on model
predictions as the time spent crossing the complete floors was insignificant
compared to the response time and time spent on stairs. In situations with an
instant response time, time spent in delays queuing at the stair entrance was
more significant than the time spent crossing the floor.

Within the model the available space within the core area was represented
by cross shaped corridors running from east to west and north to south
(see Figure 1b). These corridors lead people from the floor to the three
staircases in the core area. The entries to the staircases were located along
these corridors. Compartments within the core area i.e., bathrooms,
changing rooms, copy rooms, small offices, etc. were not represented as
space that could be occupied by individuals. As already described, there
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were a number of transfer corridors within the building effectively requiring
occupants to leave a staircase, travel along a ‘short’ protected corridor
before re-entering the staircase. Details relating to the length of these
transfer corridors were obtained from the architectural [9,10] drawings.

A total of 13 different floor plans were used to represent the key
components of the WTC1 geometry. These were primarily intended to
represent the change in the core layout, in particular the changing location
of the staircase entry points due to the presence of transfer corridors.
Five floor plans were used to represent the transfer floors (floors 26, 42, 48,
76, and 82), six floor plans were used to represent the regions between the
transfer floors (floors 6–25, floors 27–41, floors 43–47, floors 49–75, floors
77–81, and floors 83–110), the lobby area (in which stair B emptied) and the
mezzanine floor (in which stairs A and C emptied). Six of the floor templates
are depicted in Figure 2.

The width of each stair riser was 1.1m for stairs A and C and 1.4m for
stair B. Survivor accounts [7,8] and photographs have suggested that
handrails were present on each staircase. The actual dimensions of these
handrails were not found in the available literature and so this was estimated
based on evidence from photographs. Edge effects were taken into
consideration reducing the effective width of each stair to �0.9m for
stairs A and C and 1.2m for stair B. The landings on stairs A and C were
taken as 2.3m wide and for stair B, 3.0m wide. The total travel distance
from the top of stairs A, B, and C to the base of each stair is 955, 894, and
948m, respectively. The difference in travel distance between the stairs is
primarily due to the different transfer corridor configurations.

Population

Within the model the population was distributed only on the rented
floors. So the floors known to have no tenants such as machine floors
etc were left unoccupied. This meant that there were no people on floor 1
(lobby); floors 2–6 (not rented); floors 7–8, 41–42, 75–76, 108–109
(mechanical floors), floors 44 and 78 (sky lobbies), and 110 (television
studio). It should be noted that the Windows on the World restaurant was
located on floors 106–107. In total two different sized populations consisting
of 9650 and 25,500 people were considered.

The 9650 population case is intended to represent the maximum number
of people thought to have been in WTC1 at the time of the attack.
This represents the population upper limit as estimated by NIST. From the
NIST estimates it is thought that 1462 people in WTC1 died. This included
essentially everyone that was above the 91st floor (i.e., floors 92–110) and
a few people on the lower levels [1], resulting in 8188 survivors able to
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evacuate from WTC1. As complete and conclusive information concerning
how these people were distributed throughout the building is not known,
it is assumed that the population was distributed evenly amongst the
remaining 77 floors producing an average number of 107 people per
occupied floor and a total of 8239 people within the entire simulation able to
evacuate (referred to as population 1).

Another population distribution (referred to as population 2) was based
on the assumption that a total of 304 people were killed on the impact
floors [2] resulting in 1051 (derived from the NIST estimate of people killed

Mezzanine floor (entire floor) Core region template for floors 27–41

Core region template for floors 43–47 Core region template for floors 49–75

Transfer floor 82 Core region template for floors 83–110
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Figure 2. Floor plans for six of the thirteen modeled regions.
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at or above the impact floors, 1355 [1], less the 304 killed on impact floors as
estimated by the media [2]) occupants trapped above the impact floors
(floors 99–107). Since it is known that 188 occupants lost their lives on the
Windows on the World restaurant floors (106 and 107) [1], this leaves 863
people to distribute across seven floors. If it is assumed that the remaining
survivors are equally distributed among these seven floors, this produces
�123 people per floor and a total of 1049 trapped survivors. Thus there are
a total of 9288 people able to evacuate, 8239 below the impact floors and
1049 people above the impact floors.

The third population distribution considered in this paper is intended to
represent the maximum building occupancy. This consists of 25,500 building
occupants and visitors [1]. Taken across the 93 occupied floors this produces
a load factor of 274.2 people per floor. Using a load factor of 274 people per
floor produces a total building population of 25,482 across all the occupied
floors. The population below the impact floors and thus able to evacuate
in this case consists of 21,098 people (referred to as population 3).
The remaining 4384 are assumed to be either impact victims or trapped
above the impact floors.

The gender distribution was set at 65% males and 35% females based on
information from the media accounts [6,7] and also consistent with the
NIST analysis [1]. The default maximum travel speed settings available
within the software, which are functions of age and gender, were also
adopted for these simulations. While it is known that some tens of people
within WTC1 were mobility impaired, the simulations presented here do not
attempt to represent these individuals. The default software age group
settings (17–29, 30–50, and 51–80 years of age) were used. It was further
decided that 30% of the population would be in the youngest age group,
50% in the middle age group, and 20% in the older age group.

Three response time distributions were investigated. This consisted
of (a) a response time distribution based on the media account data
(see Table 1) [6,7], referred to as survey based, (b) a skewed 0–2 minute
response time distribution (see Table 2) referred to as engineering based, and
(c) instant response. Individuals were assigned random response times based
on the response time band in which they were assigned. In this paper, the

Table 1. Survey based response time distribution
used within the WTC simulations.

Response time range (minutes) % of population

0–8 77
8–63 19
63–64 4
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only results reported in detail are those for the survey based response time
distribution.

The engineering based response time distribution was arbitrarily defined
as a skewed response time distribution that engineers would typically use in
high-rise egress analysis.

Scenarios

For each of the populations a number of scenarios were investigated.
These included cases in which the population was assumed to react
instantaneously (i.e., zero response time), the population assumed the
response time distribution shown in Table 1 or Table 2, the building
population had a reduced stair travel speed, a single staircase remained
intact above the impact zone and fire fighters were inserted into the building.
In this paper, a subset of these cases will be considered, as outlined
in Table 3.

In the scenario involving fire fighters certain key information was
required to define the scenario. Accurate information regarding the number
of fire fighters that entered the stairs of WTC1 at precise times and precise
entry points is not available. For the scenario involving fire fighters
presented here, it was decided to investigate the impact 300 fire fighters

Table 3. Summary of scenarios considered.

Scenario Population
Response

time
State of
stairs

Population
travel speed

Fire
fighters

1a 1 (8239) Survey based Severed Default Excluded
1b 1 (8239) Engineering based Severed Default Excluded
1c 1 (8239) Instant Severed Default Excluded
1d 1 (8239) Survey based Severed 80% of Default Excluded
2 1 (8239) Survey based Severed Default Included
3 2 (9288) Survey based Single surviving Default Excluded
4 3 (21,098) Survey based Severed Default Excluded

Table 2. Engineering based response time
distribution used within the World Trade Center

simulations.

Response time range (seconds) % of population

0–30 5
30–90 80
90–120 15
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using one of the stairs may have on the overall evacuation times. In the case
presented in this paper, the fire fighters were sent into the building via
staircase B. From the NIST report [14] the fire department set up their
command post in the lobby of WTC1 at around 08:50. By 09:00 there were
five fire department units at the scene and by 09:15 some 30 units [14] had
arrived on the scene. Various media accounts suggest that fire fighters began
climbing the stairs at 08:55. Within the simulation described in this paper,
the fire fighters start their ascent of the stairs at 09:00, 14 minutes into the
simulation.

The fire fighters were generated within the software using the source node
capability. They were generated in the lobby of WTC1 and directed to enter
stair B. The fire fighters were generated in teams of 10, each member of
the team entering the staircase in a 30 second burst with a 1 minute break
before the next team was generated. Thus the first fire fighter was generated
after 14 minutes and the last after 58 minutes. Using the itinerary capability
available within the software, each fire fighter was assigned the task of
ascending the stairs up to the 50th floor. Once they entered the 50th floor
they no longer had a role to play in the simulation and were removed.

The model settings describing the physical attributes for all the fire
fighters were identical. They assumed the default software settings for
30-year-old males, with several important changes. The fire fighter travel
speed up the stairs was reduced from the default software value. This was
intended to represent the fact that the fire fighters would be carrying a
considerable amount of equipment and that fatigue would set in during the
ascent. It was reported that the fire fighters could have carried 23 kg (50 lb)
of standard equipment, including breathing apparatus and some of
them would also carry an additional 23 kg (50 lb) of other emergency
equipment [14]. It was also reported that in attempting to ascend to 30 floors
or more, fire fighters required an average of 1.4 minutes/floor if not carrying
equipment and about 2.0 minutes/floor if carrying equipment [14]. This
speed represents an average which includes rest periods. In addition, these
average travel speeds also take into consideration degradations in travel
speeds resulting from congestion related interactions with the evacuating
building population. Within the simulation software, it is essential to specify
the maximum unhindered (by congestion) travel speeds as the software
factors in the effects of congestion as part of the simulation. The travel
speeds cited in the NIST report are therefore likely to be too slow for use
within the simulation.

A UK study into fire fighter physiological performance [15] consisted of
a series of controlled experiments using fire fighters under a variety of
different work loads including performance in high-rise buildings.
The high-rise trials involved fire fighters climbing 28 floors with varying
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degrees of equipment. Trials involved fire fighters only carrying their
personal protective equipment (PPE); PPE and extended duration breathing
apparatus (EDBA), weighing on average 32 kg; and PPE, EDBA with
different hose combinations adding 11.5, 13.5, or 15 kg depending on the
type of hose carried. During the trials the fire fighters took as many as eight
breaks while ascending the stairs. The average time (including rest periods)
for the fire fighters to climb 28 floors with only PPE was �7 minutes while
with PPE, EDBA and hose was �14 minutes. This suggests that stair speeds
vary between 0.25 and 0.5 minutes/floor depending on the load carried and
without interacting with building occupants traveling down the stairs.

The number of floors traveled by fire fighters in the WTC is thought to be
greater than that experienced in the UK trials. As the number of floors
increases, the number of required rest periods and required recovery time
will increase while the recovery speed will decrease. While the simulation
software does not currently include a fatigue model, it would have been
possible to insert into the itineraries of the fire fighters rest periods of fixed
duration after ascending a certain number of floors. However, as sufficient
reliable information is not available to accurately define this process it was
not modeled. Instead, the fire fighters were assigned a stair travel speed
equivalent to 1.0 minute/floor, half that observed in the UK trials for fire
fighters carrying up to 47 kg of equipment [15] and twice that reported by
fire fighters in the WTC [14] who were subjected to evacuation contra-flow.

In addition, the model parameter ‘DRIVE’ was set arbitrarily high for
each fire fighter. Within the software this means that whenever they were
involved in a conflict with other people (of lower drive) they would always
win the conflict. In effect, this means that building occupants would stand
aside and let the fire fighter pass each time they vied for space on the stairs.
However, once the fire fighters have passed, the other occupants would then
be free to occupy more of the stair space.

Other software specific behavioral settings that were set included enabling
the staircase packing parameter. This means that the stairs can be occupied
to their full capacity if necessary. Finally, occupants on each floor were
attracted to their closest entrance into the core region. From there they
would select their nearest staircase entrance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As the software is a stochastic based simulation tool, it is necessary to
repeat simulations a number of times in order to generate a distribution of
results. For the main scenarios investigated in this paper, each case was
repeated 50 times and average times are presented here. Each time the case
was repeated the population would randomly change starting locations in
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such a way that the total number of people on each floor was not altered.
The total evacuation times quoted in this paper are for occupants to exit the
building.

Scenario 1: 8239 survivors, various response times, staircase severed above

91st floor, no fire fighters.

This scenario is an attempt to reproduce the primary events of the actual
incident. The population size and distribution matches the best estimates
available and the response time distribution is derived from a survey of first
hand accounts. This simulation involved 8239 people who were able to
evacuate the structure from the 91st floor and below. This scenario, as with
all the cases described in this paper, was executed using a 3.6GHz Pentium 4
PC with 3.25GB RAM. The run time for a single simulation was �25
minutes. When the population was increased to 21,098 the run time
increased to �2 hours.

The results for these simulations are summarized in Table 4 and Figure 3.
The arrival curves for a representative simulation (with mean evacuation
time) for each of the cases is depicted in Figure 3. As can be seen from this
figure, the arrival curves fall into two distinct types, those with short
response times (scenarios 1b and 1c) and those with longer response times
(scenario 1a and 1d).

The cases with short response times are made up of the instant response
time (scenario 1c) and a typical engineering response time distribution of up
to 2 minutes (scenario 1b). It is noted from Table 4 that both these scenarios
produce approximately the same average total evacuation times, with the
engineering response time case producing an average evacuation time of
55 minutes 31 seconds, some 2 minutes 27 seconds longer than the instant
response time case.

The curves for these two cases are also similar suggesting that the
evacuation dynamics for these cases are broadly similar (see Figure 3).

Table 4. Summary of results for scenario 1 (average across
50 repeat simulations).

Scenario 1 8239 survivors
Average total

evacuation time
90% evacuated

(7415)
98% evacuated

(8074)

1a Survey response times 1h 24min 33 s 0 h 55min 25 s 1 h 15min 40 s
1b Engineering response times 0h 55min 31 s 0 h 52min 02 s 0 h 54min 00 s
1c Instant response time 0h 53min 04 s 0 h 43min 10 s 0 h 49min 47 s
1d Same as 1a, but with 80%

stair speeds
1h 28min 47 s 0 h 58min 42 s 1 h 18min 31 s
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The shape of the curves suggests that the evacuation takes place in three
phases: an initial start up period, a central phase, and a final phase. The initial
start up period is relatively short (0–200 seconds) and is a function of the time
required for the early responders on the lowest floors tomake their way out of
the building, essentially unhindered by others. The central phase, which runs
from 200 to 2800 seconds, generates a relatively high egress rate, during which
�95% of the occupants have exited. In this phase all three stairs are working
hard contributing to producing a constant building exit peak flow rate of
3.2 people/second for scenario 1c and 3.0 people/second for scenario 1b.
This suggests that the stairs are producing approximately the maximum
achievable flow. In the final phase (2800–3200 seconds) the egress rates
diminish as the number of people left in the building reduces and various
stairs begin to dry up.

The 2 minutes 27 seconds difference in total evacuation times between
these two cases is essentially due to the 2 minutes delay introduced by the
response times. In this case, introducing up to a 2 minutes response delay
has little effect on the overall evacuation as the portion of the evacuation
which dominates the flow dynamics is the stair descent. Introducing a
phased start of up to 2 minutes therefore has little impact on the conditions
on the stairs and the resulting overall evacuation time of �50 minutes.

The cases with the long response times are made up of the survey response
time with default travel speeds (scenario 1a) and with a 20% reduction in
stair travel speeds (scenario 1d). It is noted from Table 4 that both these
scenarios produce approximately the same average total evacuation times,
with scenario 1a producing an average evacuation time of 1 hour 24 minutes
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Figure 3. Comparison of arrival time curves for scenario 1.
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33 seconds, some 4 minutes 14 seconds shorter than the case with the
reduced travel speeds. It is worth noting that a 20% reduction in stair travel
speed has produced a 5% increase in overall evacuation time.

As with the previous two cases, the curves for these cases are similar
suggesting that the evacuation dynamics for these cases are broadly similar.
Furthermore, the shape of these curves (see Figure 3) once again suggests
that the evacuation takes place in three distinct phases. As the survey
response time distribution releases the majority of occupants within the first
8 minutes, the initial start up period is virtually identical to that of the other
cases (0–200 seconds). Here again it is a function of the time required for the
early responders (within the 0–8 minute response time distribution) on the
lowest floors to make their way out of the building, essentially unhindered
by others (see Figure 4).

The central phase where the maximum flows occur extends from 200
to 2650 seconds and has a shorter duration than in the short response time
cases. During this phase some 80% of the occupants have exited producing
a constant peak flow rate of 3.1 people/second for scenario 1a and 2.7
people/second for scenario 1b. During the central phase, scenario 1a is
broadly similar to, but slightly slower than the rapid response cases. The
similarity is due to the large number of occupants (�80%) responding in <8
minutes. This results in much of the evacuation dynamics in this phase being
broadly similar across these three cases (i.e., scenarios 1a, 1b, and 1c).

Scenario 1d produces the slowest flows of the four cases during the central
phase. It was noted during these simulations that at no time did the
congestion on the stairs reach levels at which the flow would come to
a temporary halt. Indeed, a significant number of occupants were able to
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move at their maximum stair travel speeds for the majority of time while on
the stairs. The reduced flow rates observed in scenario 1d is due to the
slower maximum travel speed achievable by the occupants, being some
20% slower than that for the previous simulations. It is worth noting that
scenario 1d produces slower egress rates than scenario 1a throughout the
simulation, in all the three evacuation phases.

The final phase, which extends from 2650 to 5200 seconds, has a longer
duration than in the previous cases. During the final phase, the flow rates
decrease from their maximum values as the number of people remaining
within the building drops to 16% for scenario 1a and 26% for scenario 1d
at the start of the final phase. In addition to the small numbers of people
remaining in the building during the final phase, the population is also
dispersed throughout the building due to the spatial distribution of the
longer response times (see Figure 4) leading to low population densities.
This combination of relatively small numbers of widely dispersed people
results in the marked reduction in observed flows and the extended nature of
the third phase. Furthermore, as there are less people remaining within the
building in scenario 1a (but equally as dispersed as in scenario 1d), this
scenario experiences the greater decline in exit flow rate even though its
population has the higher maximum stair travel speeds. By around 4000
seconds, the higher flows experienced in scenario 1d during the third phase
mean that it has almost caught up to scenario 1a and the final 7% of the
building population remaining in both scenarios exit at approximately the
same rate, with scenario 1a emptying slightly faster due to the higher stair
travel speeds.

The overall evacuation time is only extended by 5% due to the 20%
reduction in maximum travel speeds. Thus the overall evacuation time is
not as sensitive to the travel speed variable as perhaps would be expected.
As a result of this observation, rather than arbitrarily reducing the
maximum stair travel speed, the default stair travel speeds are used in the
remainder of the analysis presented in this paper.

An informative personal parameter that is determined by the software for
each individual is the cumulative wait time (CWT). This is a measure of the
total amount of time that a person loses to congestion. For this application,
this includes the time queuing to get into the staircase, the time queuing on
the stairs when the flow is at a stand still, and the amount of time lost due to
being obstructed by slower moving occupants. Another useful parameter is
the personal evacuation time (PET). This is a measure of the time each
individual requires to evacuate. This is measured from the start of the
simulation to the point at which the individual exits the building. The ratio
of the two is an indication of the fraction of the individuals’ PET spent in
congestion i.e., CWT/PET. A large value for this ratio suggests that the
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individuals’ personal evacuation was highly inefficient, spending a large
proportion of the evacuation caught in congestion, whereas a small value for
CWT/PET suggests that the individual had an efficient evacuation with
relatively little time spent in congestion. The ratio is then a measure of
personal evacuation inefficiency. Of more use is an evacuation efficiency
measure. Using these parameters it is possible to define a measure of the
evacuation efficiency for an individual (i) as follows:

Personal evacuation efficiency ¼
1� CWTi

PETi

� �
� 100: ð1Þ

An average value of the personal evacuation efficiency (PEE) can be
determined for each floor of the building providing a view of the relative
evacuation efficiency experienced by the floor population.

Average floor evacuation efficiency ¼
XN

i

ðPEEiÞ

N
ð2Þ

where N is the number of people on the floor in question.
Furthermore, the average floor evacuation efficiency (AFEE) can be

determined for each staircase used by the occupants from that floor. This
then gives a view of the relative evacuation efficiency for each floor as
a function of the exit route (i.e., staircase) used. This is shown in Figure 5 for
the three staircases in scenario 1a. From this figure it can be noted that the
least efficient stair is staircase B as occupants using this stair can waste up to
35% of their evacuation time in congestion. In this simulation the majority
of congestion experienced by the occupants occurs on the stairs, not at the
floor entrance to the stairs.

From these graphs it is noted that there is a trend which suggests that the
higher up the building a person starts their evacuation, the less efficient the
evacuation becomes relative to their PET; i.e., more of their PET will be
expended in time wasting congestion. This is most clearly seen in Figure 5(b)
for stair B. Were this trend to continue without abating, it would suggest
that an eventual height would be attained above which the time spent in
congestion by occupants would overwhelm the travel time (plus response
time) making evacuation by stairs extremely undesirable, if not untenable.
However, from Figure 5 it is noted that the decrease in evacuation efficiency
appears to be arrested at a particular floor, after which the evacuation
efficiency assumes a near steady-state value. For staircase B, after
approximately the 60th floor, the evacuation efficiency maintains an
almost steady value of 65%. Thus for each floor above the 60th floor,
occupants using staircase B will achieve an evacuation efficiency of 65%.
These results also suggest that each of the stairs is similar to the others in
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Figure 5. Average floor evacuation efficiency as a function of staircase used for scenario 1a.
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terms of evacuation efficiency, with stair B being the least efficient and stairs
A and C being broadly similar achieving a quasi-steady efficiency of 75%.
For stairs A and C the quasi steady period occurs at approximately the 55th
floor.

As the average efficiency level is relatively high (not less than 65%), this
suggests that, for the number of people represented in this scenario
combined with the imposed response time distribution, the building provides
sufficient staircase and exit capacity. Furthermore, the primary factors
driving this scenario are the response time distribution coupled with the size
of the population and the travel speeds attained by the individuals.

Scenario 1a is the preferred model setup and produces an average
evacuation time of �1 hour 25 minutes with an average flow rate of
97 people/minute. If the possibility of a slower stair descent speed is factored
in, as a way of representing possible fatigue effects, then the likely average
building evacuation time is between 1 hour 25 minutes and 1 hour 29
minutes (i.e., scenarios 1a and 1d), or 1 hour 27 minutes þ/�2 minutes,
producing an average flow of 95þ/�2 people/minute.

If this result is compared with the actual incident then it is estimated that
8239 people (maximum estimated building occupancy) managed to evacuate
WTC1 some time before the building collapsed, which was 1 hour 42
minutes 5 seconds after it was attacked. If it is assumed that the last person
managed to evacuate the building in 100 minutes (just prior to building
collapse), then this is equivalent to an average flow rate of 82 people/minute.
The results produced from this simulation appear to be in reasonable
agreement with the available information. However, it should be noted that
there were no fire fighters present in the simulation and hence no potential
obstructions on the stairs.

An observation to emerge from these simulations concerning evacuation
modeling for high-rise buildings is the importance of using a response time
distribution that is representative of the scenario. If the actual response time
distribution has a long tail, representing a small but non-negligible number
of people with extended response times, as suggested by the survey response
times used in these simulations, this will have a significant impact on the
nature of the evacuation dynamics, especially in the final stages of the
evacuation. Approximating the actual response time distribution using
instant or arbitrarily short response time distributions will result in a poor
representation of the final phases of the evacuation and potentially
unrealistic estimations of likely total evacuation times. It was also noted
that while arbitrarily reducing the stair travel speeds by 20% did not have
a significant impact on the overall evacuation time, it did have an impact on
the evolution of the simulated evacuation dynamics. It is thus also important
to derive a better representation of occupant travel speeds on stairs and
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factors such as fatigue which may impact stair travel speeds in evacuations
from high-rise buildings.

For the population and response time distributions used in this
simulation, the model predictions suggest that the occupants did not
experience excessive levels of congestion on the stairs. If this is the case, it is
suggested that it is unlikely that the presence of fire fighters entering the
building to undertake search and rescue operations would have had
a significant detrimental impact on the evacuation times. This case is
examined in the next scenario.

Scenario 2: 8239 survivors, survey based response times, staircase severed

above 91st floor, fire fighters included

This scenario is an attempt to gauge the impact that the fire fighters may
have had on the overall evacuation efficiency. In the case considered here,
the fire fighters are all inserted at the base of stair B. As described above,
a total of 300 rescue workers are inserted into the building 14 minutes after
the start of the evacuation. As in scenario 1a, the population size and
distribution matches the best estimates available and the response time
distribution is derived from a detailed analysis of survivor accounts
appearing in the public domain. This simulation involved 8239 people
who were able to evacuate the structure from the 91st floor and below.
The average evacuation time produced for this simulation was 1 hour 24
minutes 19 seconds. This is essentially the same as the time for the equivalent
case without fire fighters (i.e., 1 hour 24 minutes 33 seconds in scenario 1a).

As expected, introducing fire fighters into the evacuation simulation did
not have a significant effect on the total evacuation time for the simulation.
However, if the AFEE plot for stair B is considered, then it is noted that
the AFEE in scenario 2 is less than that found in scenario 1a. The
maximum degradation in evacuation efficiency for occupants using stair B
in scenario 1a was 35% while in scenario 2, for occupants on the upper
floors, it is found that there is a maximum degradation in performance of
�50% (see Figure 6a). It is also noted that those on the lower floors are less
affected by the passage of the fire fighters than those on the upper floors.
This would appear to be consistent with the expectation that a smaller
percentage of the occupants on the lower floors would have come into
contact with the fire fighters than those on the upper floors and that they
would have come into contact with fewer fire fighters.

The impact of the fire fighters can also been seen in the arrivals graph for
this scenario (see Figure 6b). In the initial portion of the graph there is
essentially no difference between the two scenarios as the fire fighters were
not inserted into the simulation until 14 minutes had elapsed. In the mid
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portion of the evacuation sequence note a significant dip in the arrival rate.
Just before the end of the evacuation, during the final phase, the arrival rate
recovers and the overall evacuation time remains unchanged. This may
appear to be counter intuitive but is due to the fire fighters only using
stair B. The dip in total arrival rates is due to the reduced contribution to
the overall flow rate provided by stair B. In scenario 1a, stair A was
always last to finish whereas in scenario 2, stair B is always last to finish.
If the evacuation time for those occupants using staircase B is considered,
then it is found that their evacuation time is extended from 1 hour
21 minutes 50 seconds to 1 hour 24 minutes 19 seconds. So the passage of
the fire fighters in this scenario is predicted to extend the overall evacuation
of the occupants using the same stair by 2 minutes 29 seconds.
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Thus on the average the people using stair B were hindered by the passage
of the fire fighters as on the average, their time spent in congestion has
increased as a fraction of their total evacuation time. Those who experience
the greatest effect are the occupants starting from the highest floors.
The results suggest that while individuals, in particular those from the higher
floors, may have experienced a delay due to the passage of the fire fighters,
and hence incurred a longer personal evacuation time, this did not have a
significant impact on the overall evacuation time. If the ascent speed of the
fire fighters is reduced below that used in the study, or if the simulated fire
fighters are allowed to take rest periods on the staircase, this is expected to
increase the delay experienced by occupants still further.

It is worth noting that if the building population has their maximum stair
travel speed reduced by 20%, the stair B evacuation time is extended from
1 hour 26 minutes 17 seconds without fire fighters to 1 hour 28 minutes
50 seconds with fire fighters present, an extension of some 2 minutes 33
seconds. This extension in evacuation times is almost identical to that with
the faster travel speeds and suggests the outcome is not strongly dependent
on the stair speed of the building population.

The primary factors driving this scenario are similar to those of the
previous case, namely the response time distribution coupled with the size of
the population and the travel speeds attained by the individuals. In addition,
the nature of the fire fighter insertion and fire fighter physical capabilities,
will also dictate the overall outcome of this scenario.

Scenario 3: 9288 people, survey based response times, single surviving staircase

above 91st floor, no fire fighters

In this scenario, it is assessed whether it was possible for the surviving
building occupants located above the impact floors to have successfully
evacuated prior to building collapse had a single staircase remained intact
throughout the impact zone. This model is based on scenario 1a and so
all the assumptions and caveats which applied to that simulation equally
apply here.

Stair B is selected as the surviving staircase. As in scenario 1a, the
population size and distribution matches the best estimates available at the
time and the response time distribution is derived from media accounts. This
simulation involved 8239 people who were able to evacuate the structure
from the 91st floor and below, but in addition, a further 1049 people are
included above the impact zone i.e., floors 99–107. These people are given
the same response time distribution as the people below the impact zone.
It is accepted that this assumption has little justification as the public
domain accounts do not include response time data for those trapped above
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the impact floors. It is plausible that these people would have reacted with
greater haste than those below the impact floors for which there is response
time data. Equally, some may have undertaken other actions such as
attempt to evacuate via the roof prior to attempting to descend via the stairs.
In addition, it would not necessarily have been clear to those above the
impact zone which staircase had survived and so additional time may have
been wasted while the correct staircase was identified. However, as no other
reliable response time data was available it was decided to use the public
domain account data.

The average evacuation time produced for this simulation was �1 hour 26
minutes 22 seconds. This is �2 minutes longer than the time for scenario 1a.
From Figure 7 it can also be noted that the evacuation efficiencies for
scenario 1a and scenario 3 are essentially identical. This suggests that the
additional people found in this scenario do not exert a detrimental influence
on the evacuation efficiency of those below the impact floors. The occupants
below the 91st floor are effectively able to evacuate as if these additional
occupants were not present.

These results are somewhat unexpected but can be explained by the
evacuation dynamics. It was noted that stair B was not the last to finish in
scenario 1a and that it finished on the average after some 1 hour 21 minutes
50 seconds. In scenario 3, stair B is the last to finish and it finished at 1 hour
26 minutes 22 seconds. Thus, the additional 1049 people located above
the impact zone extend the finishing time of stair B by some 4 minutes
32 seconds.

As noted in scenario 1a, due to the numbers of people involved, their
physical distribution and the applied response time distribution, all three
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stairs are not utilized to their full capacity at any one time, and certainly not
in the very early and later stages of the evacuation. Thus there is
underutilized stair capacity which can be used by the additional people.
Furthermore, none of the people above the impact floors exited the building
within the first 20% of people to leave the building (see Figure 8a) and 71%
(739) of the people above these floors are amongst the last 20% of occupants
to leave the building. Indeed, everyone above the 97th floor with a response
time of greater than 8 minutes are amongst the last 20% to leave the
building (see Figure 8b). In addition, there is a buffer zone of six floors
between floors 92 and 97 in which there are no survivors and hence no one
on the stairs to interact with.

Thus, it is unlikely that the occupants from above the impact zone would
have had an opportunity to interact with many of the occupants below the
impact zone. Those that did manage to interact with the main building
population located on the upper floors, were in insufficient numbers and
density to detrimentally impact the overall evacuation performance.

Comparing the arrivals curve for scenario 3 with that of scenario 1a
(see Figure 6b) it can be noted that this is indeed the case as the two curves
follow each other precisely up to �2650 seconds. At this point in time
some 16% of the population remains in scenario 1a while 25% remain in
scenario 3. After this time, the arrivals curve for scenario 1a begins to flatten
significantly, reducing its slope (and hence exit flow rate) as there are
insufficient people remaining within the structure to maintain the
exiting rate. However, in scenario 3 there are additional people available
to maintain the flow rate and so the curve continues with a higher flow rate
than in scenario 1a, albeit reduced from its maximum.

This analysis suggests that had a single stair survived the impact above the
91st floor, it would have been possible for survivors above the impact zone
to escape the building prior to its collapse. The key assumptions in this
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simulation are that the occupants above the impact floor would have reacted
with a similar response time as those in the rest of the building and that the
occupants would know which staircase was available.

Scenario 4: 21,098 survivors, survey based response times, staircase severed

above 91st floor, no firefighters

This scenario is an attempt to explore the possible outcomes assuming
that the building was occupied with a normal working load of people. The
simulation thus involved some 25,482 people, of which 21,098 people were
considered able to evacuate the structure from the 91st floor and below.
In total, 4384 people were considered unable to evacuate the building from
above the 91st floor and are thus considered fatalities.

The arrival curve for a typical simulation of this scenario is depicted in
Figure 9. This shows a steady increase in the numbers of people evacuating
the building up to �6800 seconds (1 hour 53 minutes) into the evacuation.
During this phase of the evacuation some 95% of the occupants have exited
producing constant peak flow rate of 3.1 people/second, which is identical to
the peak flow rate achieved in scenario 1a. After this point the evacuation
rate drops to a lower constant value. The change in slope noted in the
evacuation curve is due to the small number of people left in the building,
some 95% of the population having evacuated. Also stairs A and C begin to
dry up at around this time. The average evacuation time produced for this
simulation was �2 hours 18 minutes. This produces an average exit flow rate
of 153 people/minute. This is some 1.6 times faster than the exit flow rate
achieved in scenario 1a. In scenario 4, the peak exit flow rate was achieved
for some 79% of the overall evacuation time while in scenario 1a, the peak
exit flow rate was maintained for only 48% of the overall evacuation time
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(see Figure 9). This explains why the overall average exit flow rate is higher
in scenario 4.

These results imply that at the time of WTC1 collapse, 3108 people would
have still been on the stairs trying to exit the building, in addition to the
4384 people caught above the 91st floor. Thus, it is likely that there could
have been 7492 fatalities for WTC1 under these conditions. In addition,
unlike in scenario 1a, had fire fighters been inserted into stair B during the
evacuation, this would have had a more significant effect, delaying the
evacuation process even longer and resulting in a higher number of fatalities.

The impact of the larger population is shown in Figure 10 where the
AFEE for the building as a whole has decreased dramatically when
compared with scenario 1a. The large reduction in AFEE can be explained
by noting the levels of congestion within the building during the simulation.
It is noted that unlike scenario 1a, in scenario 4 extremely heavy levels of
congestion are experienced by occupants attempting to enter the stairs on
most floors. Extreme congestion is also experienced on the stairs with all
three stairs experiencing some degree of blockage at some time during the
evacuation. Thus the evacuation dynamic is very different from that in
scenario 1a.

In scenario 4, there is insufficient stair capacity to accommodate the
building population. Thus, 10 minutes into the simulation, at which point
some 77% of the building population will have responded, a significant level
of congestion is expected to develop at the entrance to the stairs. This is
indeed the case with queues forming outside most stairs from approximately
the 20th floor up to the 73rd floor. Congestion is correspondingly heavy on
the stairs from the 20th floor up to approximately the 73rd floor however,
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at around the 80th floor and higher, the stairs do not appear heavily
congested and are flowing freely. Over time, the congestion on the lower
floors at the stair entrances eases and appears to move further up the
building. Equally, the congestion on the stairs appears to ease from the
lower floors up. By 40 minutes, congestion at the entrance to the stairs has
cleared from below the 60th floor and extends from the 60th floor up to
about the 85th floor. Congestion on the stairs is heavy from floor 55 up to
the high 80 s. By 80 minutes there is still congestion at the entrance to the
stairs above the 80th floor, with the stairs also being congested from above
the 80th floor.

The stairs below approximately the 20th floor are never fully congested
and are always flowing. This is due in part to the first nine floors being
unoccupied. This provides a buffer region in which there is no competition
for stair space generated by merging flows. Occupants on the occupied lower
floors can take most advantage of this uncontested space allowing them to
empty their floors faster than those higher up in the building. As there are
no conflicts or competition for stair space resulting from merging flows from
below the 9th floor, the people on the stairs in this region are able to flow
relatively freely, only being hindered by the relatively sparse stair
congestion. Furthermore, as the lower floors empty, the floors above
them can take advantage of the reduced levels of competition for stair space,
allowing the floors above to begin to progressively clear.

The AFEE for scenario 4 decreases to a minimum of �35% for people
using stairs A and C while stair B achieves a minimum evacuation
efficiency of 25%. Clearly congestion on all the stairs has reached critical
levels with stair B being the most congested. Overall, the AFEE for the
building in scenario 4 achieves a minimum value of �32% as shown in
Figure 10.

With the sharp increase in building population (keeping the stair capacity
constant) the trend noted earlier of decreasing AFEE with height becomes
more pronounced (as shown in Figure 10). This observation is consistent
with the observation that the upper floors are more severely affected by the
congestion than the lower floors. The decrease in evacuation efficiency is
arrested at approximately the 70th floor with the evacuation efficiency
assuming an almost constant value of �32%. Thus occupants located on
floors above the 70th floor do not experience a further degradation in
evacuation efficiency with height above this value.

These results suggest that for a given staircase configuration and building
population density, as the number of floors increase the average floor
evacuation efficiency decreases until a steady-state point is reached. At the
steady-state point, additional floors above the threshold floor value do not
incur significant further degradation in evacuation efficiency with increased
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floor number. Thus additional floors can be added without significant
further decrease in evacuation efficiency however, clearly, the evacuation
time for the building will increase with each additional floor added to the
building. This suggested behavior has been confirmed through simulation
where an additional 20 floors were added to the simulation and the observed
plateau in evacuation efficiency was noted to continue.

Generalizing these results it is postulated that as the population density is
increased, keeping the stair geometry fixed, the degradation in evacuation
efficiency is accelerated. The steady-state in evacuation efficiency with floor
number is attained at a higher threshold floor number with a lower steady-
state evacuation efficiency (as shown in Figure 10). If this trend were to
continue a critical population density would be reached at which point the
achieved steady-state in evacuation efficiency would be nearly zero,
effectively capping the maximum height of building that can be efficiently
evacuated via the available stairs alone.

For the staircase geometry and occupant response time distribution
considered here, the threshold floor value is �65 with a steady-state
evacuation efficiency of 70% (see scenario 1a, Figure 10) for a population
density of 107 people/floor. For the same staircase geometry and response
time distribution with the population density increased to 274 people/floor,
the threshold floor value is �70 with a steady-state evacuation efficiency
of 32% for each floor above the 70th floor.

If these results can be demonstrated to be real and not an artifact of the
numerical model, they will be significant as they provide a guide to
suggesting the maximum building heights that can be practically evacuated
for a given population density using a suggested stair provision.

CONCLUSIONS

This work has utilized evacuation modeling to explore a range of
evacuation scenarios of a building similar to the WTC1 in order to better
understand the evacuation of the WTC on 11 September 2001. The results
suggest that the model is capable of reproducing the broad trends in this
disaster as they are known. The model predicts the total evacuation time of
the building for 8239 survivors – the maximum likely building population –
to be �1 hour 27 minutes þ/�2 minutes, depending on the precise nature of
the model assumptions. This time compares favorably with the observation
that the building collapsed after some 1 hour 42 minutes and supports the
view that everyone who was able to escape from WTC1 on the day of the
incident probably did manage to do so.

The model results also suggest that while the insertion of the fire fighters
into the building did impact the evacuation efficiency of individuals, it had
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minimal detrimental impact on the overall evacuation efficiency of the
building.

The model was also used to explore several additional scenarios,
in particular whether those people located above the impact floors could
have managed to escape prior to building collapse if at least one stair had
remained intact through the impact zone and what would have been the
likely outcome had the building been fully occupied with 25,000 people.
The model suggests that had stair B remained intact throughout the building
and had the occupants been aware of this, it is possible that an additional
1049 (modeled) survivors trapped above the impact floor could have escaped
prolonging the evacuation by �2 minutes. These results suggest that had at
least one staircase survived from top to bottom, it is possible that everyone
that survived the initial trauma of the impact could have managed to safely
escape. This underlines the importance of staircase dispersal within
buildings. It is essential to make it less likely to lose all means of escape
in the event of plausible catastrophic incidents, and that staircases are
sufficiently hardened to withstand plausible threats.

Had the building been fully occupied, and using the idealized assumptions
of this study, the predicted time required to evacuate the building is
estimated to be �2 hours 18 minutes. This implies that at the time of WTC1
collapse, the expected death toll would be 7492, with some 3108 people
caught on the stairs and 4384 people either killed in the impact or caught
above the 91st floor.

The results suggest that a mass evacuation of the fully occupied building
in a 9/11 scenario would lead to extremely heavy congestion on the
stairs leading to a highly inefficient evacuation. For such a large-scale
evacuation it is essential that a balanced distribution (with respect to
stair and exit capacity) of people between the staircases is achieved.
Evacuation procedures should be developed that attempt to take this into
consideration.

More generally, it is postulated that in high-rise building evacuations,
for a given floor population density, the average floor evacuation efficiency
generally decreases with height. However, at a particular height the decrease
in evacuation efficiency is arrested and achieves a near steady value with
increased building height. Once the critical height has been attained, it is
possible to increase the building height without severely compromising the
evacuation efficiency of the occupants on the higher floors. As the floor
population density is increased, keeping the stair geometry fixed, a critical
population density will be reached at which point the achieved steady-state
in evacuation efficiency with increased building height would be nearly zero,
effectively capping the maximum height of a building that can practically be
evacuated via stairs alone.
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This work has also highlighted some evacuation features that cannot be
easily and reliably represented within evacuation models. Of note are
fatigue, the impact of group dynamics and the disabled. On descending
110 floors the average person will tire and slow down; they may even stop
for a rest. Equally, fire fighters ascending stairs fully laden with equipment
will tire and require frequent rest periods. While it is possible to artificially
include a representation of fatigue within the simulation, it is desirable that
a fatigue model be developed capable of predicting the onset and
implications of fatigue on evacuation and fire fighter performance. It is
believed that a significant number of people within the WTC did not
evacuate as individuals but as members of groups. The impact that the
group dynamic has on occupant response times and evacuation dynamics is
poorly understood and poorly represented within simulation models.
Finally, while it is possible to represent the reduced movement rates of
people with movement disabilities within evacuation simulation, the impact
that they may have on the unfolding group dynamics and its impact on
evacuation dynamics and hence evacuation models is poorly understood.

These simulations have highlighted the importance of using a reasonable
representation of the response time distribution for high-rise building
analysis. Approximating the actual response time distribution using instant
or an arbitrarily short response time distribution may result in poor
representations of the final phases of the evacuation and unrealistic
estimations of likely total evacuation times. It is therefore essential that
a reasonable response time distribution for use in high-rise building
applications be developed. It was also noted in heavily congested situations
that queues formed on certain floors as the floor occupants were not able to
merge with the stair flow. Clearly if the merging behavior at floor–stair
interfaces is to be correctly modeled, a better understanding of deference
behavior at these interfaces is required.
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